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SUMMARY

DNA recognition by proteins is essential for
specific expression of genes in a living organ-
ism. En route to a target DNA site, a protein
will often sample noncognate DNA sites through
nonspecific protein-DNA interactions, resulting
in a variety of conformationally different binding
states. We present here the crystal structure of
endonuclease BstYI bound to a noncognate
DNA. Surprisingly, the structure reveals the en-
zyme in a ‘‘hemispecific’’ binding state on the
pathway between nonspecific and specific rec-
ognition. A single base pair change in the DNA
abolishes binding of only one monomer, with
the second monomer bound specifically. We
show that the enzyme binds essentially as a
rigid body, and that one end of the DNA is ac-
commodated loosely in the binding cleft while
the other end is held tightly. Another intriguing
feature of the structure is Ser172, which has a
dual role in establishing nonspecific and spe-
cific contacts. Taken together, the structure
provides a snapshot of an enzyme in a ‘‘paused’’
intermediate state that may be part of a more
general mechanism of scanning DNA.

INTRODUCTION

DNA specificity is at the crux of most biological processes,

from transcription and replication to modification and re-

striction. The ability of DNA-binding proteins to find the

correct DNA site among the vast sea of nonspecific DNA

sequences is essential for the maintenance of proper cel-

lular function. An explosion of specific protein-DNA struc-

tures in recent years underscores the importance of this

selectivity and has been instrumental in shaping our cur-

rent understanding of how proteins recognize a specific

DNA sequence (Harrison and Aggarwal, 1990; Pabo and

Sauer, 1992). However, very little is known about the
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events leading to specific recognition, from, for example,

binding to an initial random (nonspecific) DNA site to the

intermediates states that ensue as the protein translo-

cates to the target (specific) site (Breyer and Matthews,

2001; Halford, 2001; Halford and Marko, 2004; von Hippel,

1994; Jeltsch and Urbanke, 2004). To date, only a handful

of protein structures showing binding to a noncognate

DNA sequence, including those of BamHI, EcoRV, the

Cro protein from phage l, the E. coli lac repressor, and

the bacteriophage methyltransferase T4Dam, have been

determined (Albright et al., 1998; Hiller et al., 2005; Horton

et al., 2005; Kalodimos et al., 2004; Viadiu and Aggarwal,

2000; Winkler et al., 1993).

Type II restriction enzymes are paragons of protein-DNA

selectivity. More than 3600 restriction enzymes represent-

ing more than 250 different specificities have now been

identified, with enzymes such as BamHI, EcoRV, and

EcoRI part of the lexicon of molecular biology (Roberts

and Halford, 1993). In general, these enzymes are dimeric

and recognize DNA sequences that vary between four and

eight base pairs, and they require only Mg2+ as a cofactor

to catalyze the hydrolysis of DNA (Aggarwal, 1995;

Pingoud and Jeltsch, 2001; Vanamee and Aggarwal,

2004). The problem of specific versus nonspecific DNA

selection is particularly acute for these enzymes. For ex-

ample, for every BamHI cognate DNA site (50-GGATCC-

30) in the B. amyloliquenfaciens H genome, there are �18

sites that differ by only a single base pair. Only the cognate

sites are protected from cleavage by methylation pro-

duced by the partner methyltransferase (Roberts and

Halford, 1993). BamHI, like most restriction enzymes,

has evolved stringent specificity for its recognition se-

quence, such that even a single base pair change can

reduce its cleavage activity by over a million-fold (Engler,

1998; Jen-Jacobson, 1997). To begin to understand the

basis of this selectivity, we have structurally characterized

BamHI at different stages of its catalytic pathway. We

have previously reported structures for the ‘‘free’’ and spe-

cifically bound forms of the enzyme, as well as the struc-

ture of the nonspecific complex (Newman et al., 1994,

1995; Viadiu et al., 2000). In the latter complex, the second

guanine in the cognate sequence was mutated (denoted

by the underlined base) to adenine (50-GAATCC-30). The
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nonspecific complex reveals BamHI in an open configura-

tion that is incompetent for cleavage but competent for

diffusion along the DNA. Strikingly, despite only a single

base pair change, base-specific contacts are lost through-

out the recognition sequence, not just at the substituted

half-site (50-GAATCC-30). Moreover, the active site resi-

dues of both monomers are located far away from the

scissile phosphodiesters, making it impossible for the

enzyme to cleave noncognate DNA. Interestingly, the ac-

tive site residues are also displaced from the scissile

phosphodiesters in the structure of EcoRV bound across

two short DNA oligomers, which mimics a nonspecific

complex (Winkler et al., 1993). However, in the EcoRV

complex, the displacement of active site residues is due

primarily to a change in the DNA conformation, whereas

in BamHI it is due mostly to an adaptation in the protein

conformation.

BamHI and EcoRV are the only two restriction enzymes

to be crystallized with noncognate DNA, and, as such,

many questions remain open: (1) Do other restriction en-

zymes, for example, also display distinct modes of inter-

action with cognate and noncognate DNAs? (2) Are these

modes of interaction ‘‘BamHI-like’’ (an adaptation in pro-

tein), ‘‘EcoRV-like’’ (an adaptation in DNA), or in between?

(3) Are there more than two modes of substrate interac-

tion? In other words, do some restriction enzymes interact

differently with one noncognate sequence versus an-

other?

To address these central issues, we sought to crystal-

lize endonuclease BstYI (from Bacilllus stearothermophi-

lus Y406) with a noncognate DNA sequence. BstYI is

a 203 amino acid, thermophilic enzyme that recognizes

the degenerate hexanucleotide sequence 50-RGATCY-30

(where R = A or G, and Y = C or T) and cleaves after the

50-purine on each DNA strand to produce four-base (50)

staggered ends. BstYI is particularly advantageous for

these studies because its recognition sequence overlaps

with that of BamHI (50-GGATCC-30), and we have previ-

ously structurally characterized BstYI bound to its cog-

nate site and in the absence of DNA (Townson et al.,

2004, 2005). Together, these structures reveal that BstYI

subunits rotate on specific DNA binding, and there is a lo-

cal folding of disordered regions that lends to an intimate

protein-DNA interface.

We present here the structure of BstYI bound to a non-

cognate DNA sequence (50-GAATCC-30) that differs by

only a single base pair from the cognate sequence (50-

GGATCC-30). This noncognate sequence is exactly the

same as the one we cocrystallized with BamHI. Thus,

we expected to see BstYI in a ‘‘BamHI-like’’ mode of non-

specific binding, with BstYI assuming a conformation that

is on the pathway between the free and specifically bound

form of the enzyme. Also, as in the BamHI noncognate

complex, we expected to see a total loss of all base-

specific contacts and only a few water-mediated contacts

to the DNA backbone. Surprisingly, the BstYI noncognate

complex does not show these features. Instead, the struc-

ture reveals a novel ‘‘intermediate’’ binding state that lies

between specific and completely nonspecific recognition.
450 Structure 15, 449–459, April 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All righ
RESULTS

Structure Determination

The gene coding for the BstYI restriction endonuclease

was cloned from Bacillus stearothermophilus Y406 geno-

mic DNA and overexpressed in a three-plasmid expres-

sion system: bstYIR gene on pET21at, bstYIM gene on

pACYC184 for host DNA protection, and LysS on a

pSC101 derivative to minimize basal T7 expression. BstYI

was expressed in the presence of selenomethionine

(SeMet), which was preferentially incorporated by inhibit-

ing the methionine biosynthesis pathway. Nonspecific

cocrystals were grown from solutions containing equimo-

lar amounts of BstYI dimer and the 11 bp nonspecific du-

plex DNA 50-ATGAATCCATA-30 (bold-face type denotes

the BstYI recognition sequence). Orthorhombic crystals

containing one enzyme dimer bound to a DNA duplex in

the asymmetric unit were harvested from solutions of so-

dium citrate. For phasing, multiwavelength anomalous dis-

persion (MAD) (Hendrickson, 1991) data were measured

from a SeMet derivative, and an experimental electron

density map was calculated at 2.1 Å with the multiwave-

length data. The extremely high quality of the map enabled

most of the protein and the entire DNA to be built. Further

rounds of refinement resulted in a final model with excel-

lent statistics and stereochemistry (Table 1). A total of 337

solvent molecules were included in the final refined model.

BstYI Forms a Hemispecific Complex with

Nonspecific DNA

The BstYI cocrystal structure provides a snapshot of an

enzyme on the pathway between nonspecific and specific

recognition, a state we term here as ‘‘hemispecific’’ recog-

nition. Similar to the specific complex, the DNA fits into the

large cleft of the dimer, with the enzyme approaching the

DNA from the major groove side (Townson et al., 2005)

(Figure 1). However, unlike the specific complex, the BstYI

dimer is bound specifically to only one end of the DNA du-

plex. This end of the DNA, which we term the ‘‘cognate

half-site,’’ contains an intact half-site recognition se-

quence (50-ATGAATCCATA-30). Conversely, the opposite

end of the DNA, which contains a single base change in

the recognition sequence (50-ATGAATCCATA-30), is re-

ferred to hereafter as the ‘‘noncognate half-site.’’ The

BstYI dimer surrounds the cognate half-site, with the

‘‘right’’ (R) monomer making base-specific contacts and

wrapping around to the ‘‘back’’ side of the DNA, as in

the specific complex (Figures 1 and 2). Also, as in the spe-

cific complex, the majority of DNA backbone contacts to

this half-site are made by the ‘‘left’’ (L) subunit. This is be-

cause the two BstYI subunits bind in a classical ‘‘cross-

over’’ manner, in which the R subunit is centered mainly

over the noncognate half-site but makes its base pair con-

tacts to the cognate half-site, while the L subunit is cen-

tered mainly over the cognate half-site. In contrast to the

cognate half-site, all specific base pair interactions and

many of the DNA backbone contacts are lost in the non-

cognate half-site. This end of the DNA is accommodated

loosely within the binding cleft of the BstYI dimer, with
ts reserved
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Table 1. Crystallographic Data Collection, Phasing, and Refinement

Se-Peak Se-Remote

MAD Data Collection and Phasing Statistics

Wavelength (Å) 0.979 0.968

Maximum resolution (Å) 2.1 2.3

Number of reflections 241,674 183,379

Number of unique reflections 31,206 23,789

Rsym (last shell)a 0.058 (0.253) 0.06 (0.264)

Completeness (%, last shell) 99.9 (100.0) 99.9 (100.0)

I/s(I) 24.5 (8.11) 25.7 (8.22)

Phasing power (anomalous acentrics) 1.624 —

Mean overall figure of merit (centric/acentric) 0.516 (0.49) —

Number of Se sites 8 8

Refinement Statistics

Resolution range (Å) 50–2.1

Number of reflections used in refinement 58,103

Rcryst/Rfree
b 19.8/23.9

Number of atoms (protein/DNA/water) 3,201/446/337

Rmsds

Bonds (Å) 0.0061

Angles (�) 1.22

Average B factors (Å2) (protein/DNA/water) 26.1/36.6/33.3

Ramachandran plot quality

Most favored (%) 94%

Additionally allowed (%) 6%

Generously allowed (%) 0%

Disallowed (%) 0%

a Rsym =
P
jIn � < In >j/

P
In over all h, where In is the intensity of the reflection h.

b Rcyst/Rfree =
P
jjFoj � jFcjj/

P
jFoj. Rfree was calculated with 10% of data excluded from refinement.
a distinct cavity between the DNA major groove surface

and the L monomer and between the DNA backbone and

the R monomer. Surprisingly, this hemispecific arrange-

ment is different from that observed for the BamHI non-

specific complex, even though the same oligonucleotide

was used in crystallization. The BamHI nonspecific com-

plex is characteristic of a fully nonspecific binding state,

in which all DNA contacts are lost, and the protein is asso-

ciated only loosely with the DNA backbone (Viadiu and

Aggarwal, 2000). Surprisingly, the same base change

abolishes binding to only one DNA half-site in the BstYI

complex. Nearly half of the specific protein-DNA contacts

are still intact, and the enzyme is partially engaged on the

DNA. In a sense, the R monomer maintains almost all of its

base-specific interactions with the cognate half-site but

loses all of its DNA backbone contacts with the noncog-

nate half-site, whereas the L monomer loses all of its

base-specific contacts with the noncognate half-site but

retains almost all of its DNA backbone contacts with the
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cognate half-site. This hemispecific structure appears

to mimic a ‘‘transition’’ or a ‘‘paused’’ state on the way

to formation of the active enzyme-DNA complex.

Hemispecific BstYI Is Closer to Free BstYI

The hemispecific dimer is almost identical to the free form

of the enzyme rather than an intermediate between free

and specific (Figure 1). A pair-wise least-squares superim-

position shows that the hemispecific and free structures

can be aligned with a root-mean-square (rms) deviation

of �0.32 Å for Ca atoms, compared with �2.192 Å for

alignment with the specific complex. Consequently, BstYI

does not undergo any major conformational changes

upon binding the noncognate DNA. There is no tightening

of the binding cleft, as in the BamHI nonspecific complex

(Viadiu and Aggarwal, 2000). The only difference between

the free and hemispecific structure is a disorder-to-order

transition for a loop region (loop C) on the R monomer.

In the free form, this loop region (residues 42–52) is
49–459, April 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 451
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Figure 1. Structure of the BstYI Hemispecific Complex;

Comparison with Free and Specific

View looking down the DNA axis. The left-hand (L) and right-hand (R)

monomers are highlighted in light blue (left) and red (right), respec-

tively; DNA duplexes are colored yellow, and the mutated base pair
452 Structure 15, 449–459, April 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All r
disordered but becomes organized upon specific DNA

binding, at which time it forms a two-stranded b sheet

and encloses the DNA into the major groove, making con-

tacts with the sugar-phosphate backbone (Townson et al.,

2005). Identical to the specific complex, this loop be-

comes structured in the R monomer of the hemispecific

complex and makes identical contacts with the cognate

DNA half-site, effectively enclosing one end of the DNA

into the binding cleft (Figure 2). In the L monomer, al-

though some residues can be traced in the loop region

(residues 47–53 missing), a similar order transition is not

seen, and there are no equivalent contacts to the noncog-

nate DNA half-site. As a result, this end of the DNA is not

secured by the enzyme and juts out of the binding cleft

(Figure 2).

The DNA remains primarily B form in the structure (as in

the specific complex), and density can be clearly traced

around all 11 base pairs of the duplex. The DNA is much

more ordered than in the BamHI nonspecific complex,

with an average temperature factor of 36 Å2 (compared

to 74 Å2 for BamHI). This lack of mobility is not unexpected

given that half of the protein-DNA contacts are intact and

the DNA is effectively anchored at one end to the dimer. In

contrast, all contacts are lost throughout the BamHI non-

specific complex, and the DNA is freer to move (Viadiu and

Aggarwal, 2000). A tighter association with the DNA is also

reflected when comparing the buried solvent-accessible

surface area in going from specific to hemispecific recog-

nition (4024 Å2 versus 2353 Å2). By comparison, the de-

crease in buried solvent-accessible surface area is more

dramatic for BamHI (4350 Å2 versus 1489 Å2) in going

from specific to nonspecific recognition (Viadiu and

Aggarwal, 2000).

DNA Recognition: The Cognate Half-Site

The R monomer binds to the cognate DNA half-site in

a similar arrangement to the specific complex. In both in-

stances, DNA recognition is mediated primarily through

residues Lys133 and Ser172, which specify the middle

and outer base pairs of the core recognition sequence

(50-RGATCY-30) (Townson et al., 2005) (Figures 3A and

3B). In the fully specific complex, Ser172 donates a single

hydrogen bond to the O4 of the outer pyrimidine (50-

RGATCT-30), and the main chain carbonyl forms a hydro-

gen bond to the middle cytosine (50-RGATCY-30) (Fig-

ure 3A). The same DNA contacts are true for the cognate

half-site in the hemispecific structure (Figure 3B). Loop B,

which encompasses Ser172, inserts into the DNA major

groove, enabling recognition of the middle and outer cyto-

sines (50-RGATCC-30). Differences occur, however, in how

Lys133 interacts with the DNA. In the specific recognition

complex, the lysine extends between the middle and outer

base pairs, making bidentate hydrogen bonds with the

is highlighted in cyan. In the hemispecific complex, the R monomer

makes base-specific contacts to the unmutated DNA half-site, as in

the specific complex. In contrast, all base-specific contacts are lost

to the mutated DNA half-site, and there is a distinct cavity between

the DNA major groove and the L monomer.
ights reserved
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Figure 2. Hemispecific versus Specific

View of the DNA complexes rotated 90� to the

DNA axis. In the hemispecific structure, loop C

from the R monomer becomes ordered, as in

the specific complex, enclosing one end of

the DNA into the binding cleft. The correspond-

ing loop region in the L monomer does not be-

come ordered, and, consequently, the DNA in

the mutated half-site tilts out of the binding

cleft.
guanine of the middle base pair (50-RGATCY-30), in addi-

tion to making a water-mediated contact to the N7 of

the outer purine (50-AGATCY-30) (Townson et al., 2005)

(Figure 3A). In the hemispecific structure, the contact to

the N7 of the outer purine (50-GGATCY-30) is direct and

not water mediated, and the middle guanine (50-

RGATCY-30) is specified by only a single hydrogen bond.

On close inspection it is clear that Lys133 is positioned

slightly differently in the two structures, accounting for

the subtle changes in DNA contacts. In the hemispecific

state, the side chain of lysine is directed more toward

the outer purine (50-RGATCY-30), allowing for a direct hy-

drogen bond to the N7, whereas when the enzyme is

bound specifically, the same lysine is positioned closer

to the middle guanine (50-RGATCY-30), and a water mole-

cule is necessary to mediate contact to the N7 of the outer

purine. Why there is this difference in DNA recognition is

difficult to explain, but it could be speculated that when

both monomers are bound to their respective cognate

DNA sites (as in the specific complex) there is some loos-

ening or relaxation of contacts compared to when only

one monomer is bound (as in the hemispecific structure).

Outside of recognizing the core DNA sequence (50-

RGATCY-30), there are additional commonalities between

the specific complex and the cognate half of the hemispe-

cific complex. The numerous sugar-phosphate interac-

tions that track the DNA backbone are almost the same

and arise mainly from loop C of monomer R and almost

a dozen residues on monomer L. The only exception is

the loss of a water-mediated contact by Phe131 and a di-

rect phosphate contact by Gln130 in the cognate half-site

(Figure 3B). Furthermore, a direct contact to a flanking

base is preserved in the hemispecific half-site. A tyrosine

residue (Tyr115) from the neighboring L monomer donates

a single hydrogen bond to the N3 of an adenine residue in

the DNA minor groove (50-ATGGATCCATA-30). In the spe-

cific complex, this interaction occurs in both DNA half-

sites and acts to fix both ends of the DNA duplex at either

side of the binding cleft (Townson et al., 2005). Although

the significance of this interaction has not been biochemi-

cally characterized, the fact that the contact is outside the
Structure 15
core sequence suggests a stabilizing effect on the fully

bound complex. However, the observation that this Tyr115

contact is also present in the hemispecific structure also

clearly highlights its importance during early recognition

events.

DNA Recognition: The Noncognate Half-Site

The single-base change causes the loss of all base-spe-

cific contacts in the noncognate half-site. These interac-

tions are lost because of an increase in the gap between

loops A and B on monomer L, carrying the DNA-recogni-

tion residues Lys133 and Ser172, respectively, and the

major groove surface of the half-site. Thus, whereas the

Nx atom of Lys133 forms a direct hydrogen bond with

the N7 of outer guanine in the cognate half-site, it is lo-

cated �10 Å from the N7 of outer guanine (50-GAATCG-

30) in the noncognate half-site. Similarly, whereas Ser172

specifies outer and middle pyrimidines in the cognate

half-site, it is situated >11 Å from the major groove edges

of the equivalent pyrimidines in the noncognate half-site.

Most of the DNA backbone contacts are also lost because

(1) loop C in monomer L is disordered, and (2) residues in

monomer R that would ordinarily contact this half-site in

a crossover manner are situated too far away from the

DNA backbone. Hence, compared to the 18 direct and

water-mediated hydrogen bonds to the DNA backbone

in the cognate half-site, there are only 4 such hydrogen

bonds in the noncognate half site. Strikingly, two of these

hydrogen bonds are made by Ser172, which in its ‘‘re-

moved’’ position from the major groove surface, is able

to link to the DNA backbone via its main chain amide

and side chain hydroxyl group. The other two hydrogen

bonds are mediated by Tyr134 and Asn61. Thus, Ser172

appears from the structure to fulfill a dual role: first, in es-

tablishing the initial nonspecific complex via interactions

with the DNA backbone; second, in establishing the final

specific complex via interactions with the DNA bases.

An intriguing question is how does a single base pair

change trigger the loss of all base-specific contacts in

the noncognate half-site? The introduction of an A:T at the

second position (50-GAATCC-30) will have the effect of
, 449–459, April 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 453
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Figure 3. DNA Recognition

(A–C) Close-up view (left) and schematic representation (right) of DNA contacts in the (A) fully specific complex, the (B) hemispecific cognate half-site,

and the (C) noncognate half-site. The DNA-recognition sequences are highlighted in yellow, and the mutated base pair is highlighted in cyan. Hydro-

gen bonding is indicated with dashed, red lines (left), and with solid, red or black lines for base-specific and phosphate contacts, respectively (right).

DNA recognition in the cognate half-site is almost identical to that in the fully specific complex, with Ser172 and Lys133 mediating the base-specific

contacts. However, in the hemispecific structure, the Lys133 contact is direct and not water mediated, and there is a loss of some phosphate con-

tacts. In contrast, a single base change in the noncognate half-site abolishes any contacts to the bases, and there are only a handful of contacts to the

phosphate backbone, including one from the recognition residue S172.
disrupting hydrogen bonds that Lys133 and Ser172

normally make with a G:C at this position. At the same

time, the potential close apposition of electropositive Nx

(Lys133) and N6 (adenine) atoms and electronegative car-

bonyl O (Ser172) and O4 (thymine) atoms, and the poten-

tial steric overlap between the methyl group of the thymine
454 Structure 15, 449–459, April 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All r
and the main chain of Ser 172 and Gly173 on loop B, may

be sufficient to force the R monomer away from the major

groove surface, with the concomitant loss of all base-

specific contacts. The resulting gap at the protein-DNA in-

terface will be energetically unfavorable unless it is filled

with water molecules. Overall, we detect �45 water
ights reserved
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Figure 4. Active Site and Catalysis

(A) Close-up view of the hemispecific active

sites. Conserved active site residues are high-

lighted in pink and blue for the cognate and

noncognate half-sites, respectively; the DNA

backbones are multicolored, and the mutated

base is red. The active site of the specific com-

plex is shown superimposed onto the hemi-

specific half-sites via alignment of the con-

served active site residues (shown in gray);

the DNA backbone is highlighted in yellow,

and the scissile phosphodiester bond is indi-

cated (arrow). In comparison to the specific

structure, the hemispecific complex appears

incapable of cleavage since the catalytic resi-

dues in both half-sites are farther away from

the scissile phosphodiester.

(B) BstYI digestion of duplex oligos. M, 10 bp

DNA ladder (Invitrogen); lanes 1–5: 10 mg

duplex oligo 1 (50-GGATCC-30), digested with

10, 20, 40, 80, and 160 U BstYI, respectively,

at 60�C for 1 hr; lane 6, uncut duplex oligo 1;

lane 7, 10 mg duplex oligo 2 (50-GAATCC-30 ) di-

gested with 100 U BstYI at 60�C for 1 hr; lane 8,

uncut duplex oligo 2; lane 9, 10 mg duplex oligo

3 (50-GAATTC-30 ) digested with 100 U BstYI at

60�C for 1 hr; lane 10, uncut duplex oligo 3.

DNA products were resolved in a 20% Novex

TBE gel and were visualized by ethidium bro-

mide staining.
molecules at the protein-DNA interface of the nonspecifi-

cally bound monomer, as compared to 29 for the specifi-

cally bound monomer. It is likely that there are also addi-

tional waters at the noncognate interface that could not

be assigned in our electron density map due to high mobil-

ity. DNA-binding measurements performed under osmotic

pressure on a number of DNA-binding proteins have sug-

gested that the protein-DNA interface in a nonspecific

complex is substantially more hydrated than in the spe-

cific complex (Garner and Rau, 1995; Sidorova and Rau,

1996).

Active Site

Structural studies on restriction endonucleases have

revealed a similar architecture for the active site, with res-

idues in most endonucleases following the weak consen-

sus sequence (Glu/Asp)-X9-20-(Glu/Asp/Ser)-X-(Lys) (Gal-

burt and Stoddard, 2002; Pingoud and Jeltsch, 2001).

BstYI, containing a glutamine at the final position instead

of a lysine, is among the exceptions to this consensus

(Townson et al., 2004). In the specific complex reported

previously, the BstYI catalytic residues Asp119, Glu128,

and Gln130 of each subunit cluster around the scissile

phosphodiester in each half-site (Townson et al., 2005).

There are several conserved water molecules in each ac-

tive site that are likely to be displaced upon metal binding,

and the enzyme as a whole appears to be well positioned

for catalysis. In the present hemispecific complex, the

distance between the catalytic residues and the scissile
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phosphodiester is increased in both half-sites (Figure 4A).

This distance is most dramatic in the noncognate half-site,

in which, relative to the scissile phosphodiester, the cata-

lytic residues are displaced by as much as�5.5 Å from the

position in the specific complex. The magnitude of this

shift is comparable to that observed in the BamHI nonspe-

cific complex, in which the outward movement of BamHI

monomers displaces the active site residues by >6 Å

from the scissile phosphodiester (Viadiu and Aggarwal,

2000). In the cognate half-site of the BstYI hemispecific

complex, Asp119 and Glu128 move only slightly with re-

spect to the scissile phosphodiester, but Gln130 is shifted

>1.5 Å. Thus, although BstYI maintains base-specific in-

teractions and most of the DNA backbone contacts in

the cognate half-site, the enzyme appears to be incapable

of cleaving either half-site.

To test whether the hemispecific complex is incompe-

tent for cleavage or nicking, BstYI endonuclease was

incubated with a duplex oligonucleotide containing the

single mutated DNA site (50-GAATCC-30), as well as an

oligonucleotide containing the wild-type sequence (50-

GGATCC-30) and an oligonucleotide containing a double-

mutated site (50-GAATTC-30) (Figure 4B). The duplex oli-

gonucleotides with GGATCC sequence were cleaved by

BstYI endonuclease (lanes 1–5). In contrast, BstYI did

not cleave the nonspecific duplex oligonucleotides (50-

GAATCC-30 and 50-GAATTC-30), even at a higher concen-

tration of the enzyme (lanes 7 and 9), and no nicking prod-

ucts were detected on PAGE-urea denaturing gels (data
49–459, April 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 455
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Figure 5. DNA Scanning

Putative conformational transitions between hemispecific, nonspecific, and specific modes as BstYI binds and translocates along the DNA. The free,

hemispecific, and specific modes are based on defined structures, and the nonspecific structure was modeled on DNA by using the free form of the

enzyme.
not shown). These results are consistent with the structure

and suggest that BstYI is incapable of cleaving either DNA

half-site in the hemispecific complex.

DISCUSSION

Protein-DNA selectivity underlies most genetic events in

a cell, and yet the initial encounter between the protein

and the DNA is most likely to occur outside of the target

sequence. To understand how proteins switch from non-

specific to specific DNA it is important to look at structures

of both cognate and noncognate complexes. The struc-

ture of BamHI with noncognate DNA, for example, reveals

an enzyme that is poised for linear diffusion along the DNA

(Viadiu and Aggarwal, 2000). In particular, BamHI binds

loosely to the noncognate DNA, and it adopts an open

configuration that is on the pathway between the free

and specifically bound forms of the enzyme. Also, specific

base pair interactions are lost throughout the recognition

sequence, not just at the substituted base pair (50-

GAATCC-30). We present here the structure of a related

endonuclease BstYI on exactly the same noncognate 11

bp DNA oligomer that was used to cocrystallize BamHI.

The resulting structure is both surprising and mechanisti-

cally important, revealing a novel hemispecific intermedi-

ate on the path to specific recognition.

In comparing the BstYI structures, the impression is of

a relatively rigid enzyme that ‘‘seesaws’’ between one

noncognate sequence and another as it thermally diffuses
456 Structure 15, 449–459, April 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All righ
along the DNA. On sites that differ from the cognate in the

left half-site, the enzyme leans to the ‘‘right’’ and interacts

specifically with this unmodified half-site, and, conversely,

on sites that differ from the cognate in the right half-site,

the enzyme leans to the left. On noncognate sites with

base pair changes in both half-sites, BstYI can be mod-

eled symmetrically on the DNA; each monomer is equidis-

tant from the DNA, and, as with BamHI, there are no base-

specific interactions to either half-site (Figure 5). In all,

BstYI appears to translocate on DNA by a more complex

set of interactions than BamHI, ranging from hemispecific

and nonspecific modes to a specific mode.

Is there an advantage to hemispecific recognition in

BstYI’s search for the recognition sequence? If anything,

hemispecific recognition is expected to slow the search

for the target sequence, as the enzymes ‘‘pause’’ at sites

that resemble the recognition sequence. In other words,

thermal diffusion along the DNA will be hindered, as the

protein has to break a series of interactions to move from

position n to n+1, with a correspondingly large activation-

energy barrier. However, the fact that BstYI binds noncog-

nate DNA as a rigid body (except for loop C, the BstYI-free

and hemispecific structures are almost identical) lends to

both quicker dissociation and reassociation and more

rapid conversion back to the free ‘‘scanning’’ form of the

enzyme (Figure 5). For restriction enzymes, hemispecific

recognition could also present a potential problem in

terms of inadvertent cleavage or nicking of unmethylated

noncognate sites on the host genome. However, this
ts reserved
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danger to the host genome appears to be minimal, for

even though BstYI binds the noncognate DNA hemispe-

cifically, the active site residues are displaced relative to

the scissile phosphodiester in both half-sites.

Hemispecific recognition may be a more general mech-

anism that extends to other restriction enzymes. For ex-

ample, competition cleavage assays designed to explore

linear diffusion of EcoRI on DNA have shown that the en-

zymes pause at sites whose sequence resembles the rec-

ognition sequence (50-GAATTC-30) (Jeltsch et al., 1994).

Based on the BstYI structure, it is tempting to think that

EcoRI pauses at these sites because of some base-

specific contacts. In this context, it is noteworthy that

although EcoRI binds to noncognate sites with one in-

correct base pair with essentially a ‘‘nonspecific’’ Kd,

ethylation interference studies show a striking asymmetry

in phosphate contacts, in which a strong cluster of phos-

phate contacts is maintained to the unmodified half-site

(50-GAA-30), but not to the modified half-site (Lesser

et al., 1990). Examining whether EcoRI binds asymmetri-

cally and maintains some base-specific contacts to such

sites may require crystallographic analyses of such com-

plexes. Hemispecific DNA recognition is not limited to re-

striction, but it also extends to transcription factors. For

example, a crystal structure of the glucorticoid receptor

DNA-binding domain on a DNA sequence, where the

two specific half-sites are spaced by four rather than the

natural three base pairs, shows one subunit interacting

specifically and the other nonspecifically (Luisi et al.,

1991). Thus, in addition to a role in facilitated diffusion,

hemispecific DNA recognition may be a feature in the as-

sembly of transcription factors on weak or noncognate

enhancer elements.

A particularly intriguing feature of the BstYI hemispecific

complex is the dual role of Ser172, which makes direct

hydrogen bonds with bases in the cognate half-site (and

in the specific complex reported previously) but makes

direct hydrogen bonds with the phosphate backbone in

the noncognate half-site. The specific and nonspecific

NMR structures of the lac repressor DNA-binding domain

also reveal a residue (Arg22) that mediates contacts to ba-

ses in one case (specific), but to the phosphate backbone

in the other (nonspecific) (Kalodimos et al., 2004); and the

C-terminal residues in BamHI, folded as a helices, appear

to aid in the initial binding of the enzyme to nonspecific

DNA, and then, as unfolded ‘‘arms,’’ appear to increase

the lifetime of the specific complex for the subsequent

cleavage reaction (Newman et al., 1995). Taken together,

it would seem that DNA-binding proteins often carry

residues that play a dual role: they are important in estab-

lishing both the initial nonspecific and the final specific

complexes. This has implications for efforts to design re-

striction enzymes with modified specificities (Alves and

Vennekohl, 2004; Lukacs et al., 2000; Sussman et al.,

2004). Much of this effort is based on structures of specific

complexes, but it is important to also look at structures of

noncognate complexes as a source for residues that may

affect the kinetics of site selection. Overall, structural

studies in combination with kinetic and single-molecule
Structure 15, 4
studies (Blainey et al., 2006; Rivetti and Guthold, 2003)

promise to extend our understanding of how proteins

switch from nonspecific to specific complexes during

translocation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

DNA Cleavage Assay

The following double-stranded oligonucleotides (oligos) were used in

BstYI digestion; Duplex oligo 1 (BstYI site), 50-ATCCCGGGAAGGA

TCCTATGCCGTTAATTAACTGTGCATGC-30; Duplex oligo 2 (noncog-

nate site), 50-ATCCCGGGAAGAATCCTATGCCGTTAATTAACTGTGC

ATGC-30; Duplex oligo 3 (noncognate site), 50-ATCCCGGGAAGAAT

TCTATGCCGTTAATTAACTGTGCATGC-30. A total of 10 mg duplex oli-

gos was digested with BstYI at 60�C for 1 hr. The digested products

were resolved in a 20% Novex TBE gel and visualized by ethidium

bromide staining.

Crystallization

BstYI was overexpressed in an E. coli T7 expression strain, ER2744

(pACYC-BstYIM, pCEF8 [LysS], pET21at-BstYIR). The protein was pu-

rified by heat denaturation at 65�C to denature E. coli proteins, fol-

lowed by heparin-Sepharose and DEAE Sepharose chromatography,

as previously reported (Samuelson and Xu, 2002). The protein was

concentrated to 35 mg ml�1 in 10 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 50 mM KCl,

0.1 mM EDTA, 5 mM dithiothreitol, and 5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol.

The complementary 2-tritylated oligonucleotides, 50-ATGAATCCA

TA-30 and 50-TATGGATTCAT-30, were purified by HPLC, dissolved

to 10 mM in distilled water, and annealed by heating to 95�C, followed

by slow cooling to room temperature. The duplex was then concen-

trated to 10 mg ml�1. Before crystallization, protein at 35 mg ml�1

was incubated with an equimolar concentration of duplex oligonucle-

otide at 20�C for 30 min. Crystals were grown at 20�C from solutions

containing 1.4 M sodium citrate, 0.1 M HEPES (pH 7.5). Recombinant

selenomethionyl BstYI was produced by using E. coli ER2744 cells

grown in minimal media plus thiamine and 0.4% glucose. Since

ER2744 is not a methionine auxotroph, amino acids known to inhibit

the methionine biosynthesis pathway were added (with 100 mg/ml

seleno-DL-methionine) 15 min before induction with 0.5 mM IPTG.

After induction, the cells were incubated overnight at 30�C. The SeMet

protein was purified by using the same protocol as that described for

the native protein and was crystallized under identical conditions.

Crystals were equilibrated at 20�C for several days before flash

freezing in liquid nitrogen.

Data Collection and Structure Determination

A MAD experiment was performed on a SeMet crystal at the Argonne

Laboratory Advanced Photon Source (APS) on beamline 17ID (IMCA-

CAT) (Table 1). The crystal diffracted to 2.1 Å resolution, and indexing

with the HKL2000 package (Otwinowski, 1997) determined that it be-

longed to the space group C2221, with cell dimensions a = 86.57 Å,

b = 118.99 Å, c = 102.24 Å, a = 90�, b = 90�, g = 90�, and one enzyme

dimer bound to a DNA duplex in the asymmetric unit. The data were

measured at two wavelengths, corresponding to the peak of the sele-

nium K edge absorption profile and a remote point, and were pro-

cessed with the HKL2000 package. The positions of all eight selenium

atoms were located and subsequently refined and phased by using

CNS (Brunger et al., 1998). The initial phases (2.1 Å) were improved

by density modification (Cowtan, 1994). The resulting electron density

map was of readily interpretable quality and was used to build the initial

model in O (Jones et al., 1991). Several cycles of simulated annealing

as well as positional and B factor refinements were performed in CNS.

The final structure contains residues 1–203 for monomer A, residues

1–46 and 54–203 for monomer B, the 11-mer DNA duplex (chains C

and D), and 337 waters; it has a crystallographic R factor of 19.8%

(Rfree of 23.9%). The model has excellent stereochemistry; 100% of

the residues are in the most favored and allowed regions of the
49–459, April 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 457
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Ramachandran plot, and there are no residues in the disallowed

regions (Laskowski et al., 1993).

Structural Analysis

Analysis of the stereochemical quality of the protein model and assign-

ment of secondary structure were conducted with PROCHECK

(Laskowski et al., 1993). Protein-DNA contacts were evaluated with

LIGPLOT (Wallace et al., 1995). DNA parameters were analyzed by

using 3DNA (Lu and Olson, 2003) and CURVES (Lavery and Sklenar,

1988). Figures were prepared by using PYMOL (DeLano, 2003).
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